
  Chuck close inspired 
Portrait

Mrs Ras



Open 
Photoshop

File> New



Go to google
Find a 

COLORful 
portrait 

Interpret 
that how 
you will

Right click> 
Copy image



edit> 
paste



edit > free 
transfrom



Choose the quick 
selection tool



Choose/ select  the 
portrait

Then click the select 
and mask at the top 
of the screen. 

(on this tutorial I know that it doesn't 
say “Select and Mask” it says “Shift 
Edges… I have a later version and 
the photoshop changed the name in 
the past few updates.)”



Increase the 
“Transparency”

Add some 
“Feathering”

Add “Smooth”

Press ok when 
done



Edit> cut



Edit> Paste



Right click on the “Scrap” layer.  > then delete layer



Image > 
image Adj> 
brightness 
and contrast



Add some contrast 



Increase the vibrancy
Image> image adj> Vibrance



Right click 
on the 
portrait 
layer> 
duplicate 
layer

Make 3 
duplicates 
having 4 
layers in 
total



Toggle off 
the Top 
layer. (click 
the 
eyeball)

Select the 
2nd layer

Filter> 
pixelate> 
mosaic



Choose 
some 
LARGEr 
cell 
sizes.  

(don't 
worry we 
will do a 
more 
detailed 
later. ) 



Toggle off the Big Square portrait layer (the one you were just 
working on

Select the layer below and apply smaller cells 

Filter> Pixelate>mosaic



Click back onto the large 
cell square layer, toggle 
it back on (click the 
eyeball back on)  and 
change the layer mode 
from Normal to Lighten 



Toggle back on the top layer



Image 
Adjustment> 
threshold



Choose a 
number/ setting 
that shows 
enough detail but 
doesn't have too 
much black. 



Change the layer 
mode of the 
threshold layer from 
Normal to  “darken” 
(any other one from 
the list you like)

You can also lower 
the opacity if it feels 
too intense

This is true for all 
layers..play with the 
opacity level until u 
like the abstraction. 



Holding shift Click on 
all the portrait layers.  
NOT THE 
BACKGROUND ONE 
THO.

Right click on the 
layers> merge layers 



Once merged add 
a filter

Filter> filter gallery



Pick one that 
enhances the 
abstraction.

I like poster 
edges  



Find a Complimentary background 

You can try to 
mimic the 
mosaic feel or 
just simply get 
a gradient.  

Right Click> 
copy image



Edit >Paste



Drag your 
background 
layer below 
the portraits

Make it 
bigger

Edit> free 
transform



Tada.. you’re done


